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These coffins are all suitable for burial or cremation, unless otherwise stated. 
If you would like to provide your own coffin, we charge a handling fee of £100.

COFFIN NAME DESCRIPTION PRICE

Natural 
Coloured Wool 
Coffin

The woollen coffin is handmade in Yorkshire using pure new British wool, supported 
on a strong recycled cardboard frame. Wool is a fibre with a true ‘green’ lineage that 
is both sustainable and biodegradable. 
(Rustic also available – price on request)

£950

Water 
Hyacinth 
Coffin

One of the fastest growing aquatic plants known, sometimes called ‘golden plant’, it 
can double its population in two weeks. Water hyacinth forms a dense impenetrable 
mat across the water surface, limiting access by man, animals are obstructed, and 
irrigation and drainage systems become blocked. Harvesting water hyacinth for 
constructing this coffin has great local benefits in clearing water courses and 
providing irrigation etc. The resulting materials, when woven, produce a beautiful 
looking coffin. This coffin is accredited with Fair Trade status.

£910

Handwoven 
Highsted 
Willow Coffin

Our willow coffins are hand-made by a co-operative of cottage industries in Poland. 
They are accredited with Fair Trade status. 

The coffins are designed to slot into one another, hence transporting one coffin to the 
UK from Poland uses no more fuel than a 2 mile car journey.

Highsted 

 £810

Handwoven 
Cromer 
Willow Coffin

Cromer 

£805

Pandanus 
Coffin

The Pandanus coffin is made from wild pineapple leaf in Indonesia, an 
environmentally friendly alternative to seagrass. Seagrass provides shelter to many 
varieties of nursery fish. It is currently under threat from coastal development, 
dredging and urban expansion. Pandanus on the other hand grows rapidly on land 
even in adverse conditions. When woven it is almost indistinguishable from seagrass. 
This coffin is accredited with Fair Trade status and is suitable for burial only.

£685

Handwoven 
Bamboo 
Lattice Design Our bamboo coffins are hand-made in China from material grown and cropped in 

licensed plantations. Pandas do not eat the species of bamboo used in these coffins. 
These coffins are accredited with Fair Trade status.

Lattice 
Design 

£605

Handwoven 
Bamboo 
Eco Coffin

Eco 

£550 

Elvedon 
Cardboard 
Coffin

This ecological coffin incorporates advanced design techniques and uses the highest 
quality cardboard. This coffin is made from 100% biodegradable materials, including 
UV water-based paints. 

Available in green, brown, woodgrain or marble effect (all with handles). 

Other designs, themes or styles are possible and the coffin can be personalised to 
your own wishes. Please ask for details.

£422

Professional services of our trained staff in overseeing all the funeral arrangements and the use of the facilities at Rosedale £1185

Initial care and transfer of the deceased at any time of the day or night, within a 20 mile radius of Rosedale £399

Hearse and four bearers for the funeral within a 20 mile radius of your closest Rosedale Funeral Home £675


